
·M!ln rllay be paid wages for working a given ti me j or- they may 
have a 'contract let to them and be paid according to weight 01' measure
ment; 01' their remuneration may depelld on the value of the mineral 
obtained, as in the case of tributes. 

Wages are generally paid to surface laborers, engine drivers, 
stokers, millmen, carpenters, blacksmiths, foremen, and for all y dangerous 
work that requires · special supervision. · vVhen working for wages, men 
tem:I . to idle their t ime and require good supa1'vision in order that a 
cowpa,uy shall get what what it pays for. A uniform wage is unfair 
since it pu ts good and bad men on a dead level, and tends to drag the 
good mell d )wn to t.he standard of the inferior men. Wages men seem to 
work with their. hands only , and as little as possible with their heads and 
the main idea of m!tny is to do as little work as possible, this is especially 
noticable in the 'grave yard) Ot' night sbift. In new districts, when 
high wagf's have to be paid to assist the men to overcome the high 
expenses incidental to a new field, a strike with the bitterness it 
0.1 ways engenders is almost sure to arise when the conveniences of 
ci vilization make high wages no longer a necessity. 

It is advisable to have a pair of good men to whom you pay a little 
more tha ll t he usual wage, so t hat they can be put to work at different 
faces and determine what a fail' day's work should be in any particular 
place. 01' olle may change pairs of men about who serve as checks one 
against the other, especially if the pairs are of different nationality, as 
then competilion sets in . W ages men often do not take the trouble to 
report any change in the country 01' lode before they timber up j or 
they may purposely covel' up a ll ind ication in the hopes of getting t hat 
portion of the mine on t ribu te at some future date. Neither do wages 
men do such clean work as tributors unless well supervised . 

Some managers in order to save themselves trouble let all mining 
work on contract. At times this is advisable, at others it is not . 

Whell labor is scarce and labor condi tiolls have to be fulfilled, men 
who are sure of regular work on wages are not likely to take contracts 
except on very fa vorable terms to themselves. I t is competition or 
want of work t hat obliges men t o accept contracts on terms acceptable 
to mine owners. Contractors do not require the same amount of super
vision as wages men, so there is a savi ll g in that respect , especially when 
the work i scattered. It must not be thought that an advantage to 
the employer is a loss to the contractor , for a contractor by using his 
head and working harder than fot' wages may earn more money per 
week than a daily wage. It is useless letting cont racts to illferier men, 
they cau e endless tro u ble by being obliged to do t heir work ove r again 
in a miner-like mallller, 01' more likely t hey throw the contract up 
altogether. If a contractor only makes £ 1 a week instead of £2 lOR. it 
does not mean that the mine saves that amount , on tho contrary it 
generally means that the work is delayed. Contracts are good for 
.~traigh t ahead work which can be estimated, such as sinking, 01' driving 
ill barrell rock, known by COl'l1ish miners as 'tut work .' W hen com
mencing a shaft, the soil a lld soft rock shou l be removed by wages men , 
otherwise contl'aotol's may throw up theit' contract as soon as they 
reach hard rock, and make very good wages out of the seventy-five per 
cent. they generally have advauced to them. 
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Stoping is not so often let Qn contract j when it is, it is let at pet· 
fathom long and high for the width of the lode, or a standard price may 
.he paid for a given width, and 80 much exh'a for anything over. that. 
If very wide, the ore may be paid for at per cubic fathom, or in the case 
of coal at pel' ton, weighed at the surface. The contractors generally 
deliver the ore at the bottom of the shaft. In some places, especially 
\\' hen machines al'e used, men are paid according to the number of feet 
drilled which have to be pitched as the underground boss directs. 
vVhen mining ore on contract since the contractor is only interested in 
the quantity, and not the quality of the ore, he mixes everything up 
together. 

It may be a matter of policy to let a contract, as when the ~ontract 
is finished it is a good chance to get rid of an undesirable man, who 
might cause trouble with his mates if discharged while working for 
wages. 

It is usual for the company to provide tools and materials for 
contractors and to debit them with the cost. This is the cheapest and 
most cOllvenient way for the contractors, and gives the comp!lny a 
check on the contractors who are apt to annex the tools and stores of 
wages men working Ileat' t.hem. Trucking is sometimes let on contract. 

Tribut.ing gives t he miner a chance to make money without any 
capi tal of his own, for he uses the company's plan t. It is a species of 
gamble in which he backs his opinion against that of the managet·. vVork
ing minet's can make ground pay that a company cannot, for they only 
have to make wages and do not have to pay for management, 01' much 
dead work as a rule. A tribute is practically the sub-letting of a mine, 
or portion of a mine for a /'oyalty, and tends to development observation 
in men. Tributes may be advantageously let in honeycombed surface 
workings, at the end of a mine's life when there are glamings to be 
had, when necessary to keep up labot' conditions, and when it is required 
to prospect for new bodies, in which case the outcrop of ·a deposit may 
be cut up in to blocks of suitable size, and alternate blocks let, while 
those between are retained by the company, so that if anything good i~ 
found some is sure to occur in the company's blocks, or at any rate 
below the depth limit of the tribute. 

Tributors require careful lookillg after 01' else they will soon ruin a 
mine by picking out the eyes a,nd lea\'ing the workings in an uIlsa,fe 
condition, so that the last stage of that mine is worse t han the first. 
A t ribute may be let for a certain period during which a given number 
of men must be constantly employed, 01' a block of ground generally 
bounded by certain leveb is let. to a party. The ore is treated by the 
company, 01' at least is disposed of by the mallagement, so that the 
mille owners can deduct their proportion from the proceeds. Ally 
slags 0 1' tailings left on the company's property belong to the company, 
if not removed within a given t ime, so as to avoid future disputes. 
Tribu tes are generall y paid on the gross yield, as if on the net, all sorts 
of expenses would be put forward by the llIell to reduce their liability. 
It is 110 easy mat ter to draw up an equitable sliding scale of royalty,' 
whereby both mine owners and tributors receive a fair proportion of in
creased ore values. It is d ifficult enough with a 'gold ore, but is still 
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worse when we have to deal with mixed metals which not only vary in 
their percentage, but the market value of whid l changes daily. The 
men soon find out what gmde of ore pays them best, and if it iB to their 
advantage to send poor' ore to the mill, they will go so far as to dilute 
their rich ore with mu)lock j 01' it may pay them better to pick out ·the 
richest ore, ,.nd if they cannot dispose of it without the mine owners 
knowing, it may suit them to have it treated by itself. Two parties, 
one on rich the other on poor ore, let at high and low rates respectively, 
may combine to exchange ore so that the former will get better terms 
than they agreed to. ';l.'aking men as we find them, tributing has a 
tendency to make them what we may call smart. 

As the cost of labor is one of the, if not the largest item of 
expense on a mine, it becomes obligatory to reduce this as fa r as 
possible, not necessarily by cutting down the wages of the men, but 
by employing machinery to do the mechanical part. Workmen have 
al ways objected to the introduction of machinery at first, for they look 
upon machines as ousting them from positions. So far as cel' tain in
di viduals al'e concerned, this may be true j but looking at the matter as 
affecting the ~velfare of the community, machinery is of grea t assistance 
to the milling industry. Take a rock drill or coal cutter j they do the 
most severe part of a miner's work, but they require skilled men to 
direct them, and these men earn rnore than they would if they simply 
used hand tools. Since these machines do a given amount of work 

' cheaper than haud labor, they may drive men away from certain faces, 
but since they work cheapl y, one is enabled to extraot ore that it 
would not pay to touch otherwise, so by placing large quantities of low 
grade ore at the disposal of a manager, more men can be employed and 
the life of a mine extended. It simply means that the old fashioned 
miner must advance with the t imes j if he refuses, then he gets out of 
date and will have to give plane to t hose who accommodate themselves 
to circumstances. l'hose collieries that produce the cheapest coal, other 
things being equal, will not ouly keep their t rade but iucrease it, and 
when coal is cheap, it enables those who own factories, to produce t.heir 
goods a t a lesser cost. 

The in troduction of any new class of machine, especially if it is 
expensive, is looked upon with disfltvor both by proprietors and men. 
The proprietors do not want experimen ts t ried a t their expense, to 
bother with the training of men to run the machines, or risk the un
known quantities of cos 10f repairs, and depreciation of plant, for it 
generally rests wi th til e first users to discover practicltJ oefeds t.ha t do 
not appear on paper. The llIen are generally prej udiced against any 
innovation, especially if t hey t hillk i t may work against their personal 
interests, they thel'efol'e do not take the t rouble to work a new labor
saving device properly, and somet imes go so far as to wreck it. In the 
Jatter case it looks as if they feared its success. 

Mining machinery should be strong and simple in c.ons'bructioTJ, 
with as few parts as possible, Miners a re not trained mechanics, and 
are apt to be rather rough with machines placed in their charge. The 
patent medicine to which they pin their fai th is a striking hammer, it 
ei ther k ills or cUI'es. . 
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The first cost of a machine too often governs its selection, either 
becau~e one cannot afford a better class of machine, or else because he 
who makes the selection understands nothing about it, and thinks he is 
doing a good stroke of business by buying the cheapest on the market. 
Inferior machinery made of bad material, of wrong design, with too little 
metal in the bed-plates, etc., may compete with better class machinery in 
first cost, but are mOfe expensive in the long run, when we take into 
consideration the cost of repairs, the shorter length of life, and the expense 
of delays and stoppages due to repairs. Such machinery goes to build 
up the scrap heaps at mines, and too often the purchase of inferior 
macbinery has so handicapped a mine that it has had to close down. 
There are times when a machine is only required temporally and it is 
not worth while purchasing a first-rate one, as its value would have to 
be written off long before the term of its natural life. In such cases a 
machille of inferior make may serve the purpose, or E'ven a second-hand 
machine ; but second-hand machines cost more before they are pulled 
down and re-erected than is generally admitted ; parts get broken 0)' 

lost, the various portions are not properly marked for reassembling, 
and when erected a machine is often found to be unsuitable for the 
work required of it. Second-hand machinery is mostly obsolete, and 
has been discarded by more advanced mines; it generally does inferior 
work, and is frequently located in 8011lA out-of-the-way place from which 
it costs more to fe tch than the extra price of new machinery, while the 
cost of re-erection is likely to be more for second-hand than for new 
machiuery, and frequently the first cost of machinery is but a small 
pa rt vf the total cost of erection. Above all, beware of second-hand 
boilers unless their past history is known, too often they are not worth 
tbe cost of erecting. 

One obtains a great deal of valuable ' information from trade 
catalogues. The manufacturers of machinery for similar purposes 
are very good in discovering defects in ~ach others make, and 
being experts in such lines they have opportunities of comparing 
advantages and disadvantages that a mine manager may not have. 
Interested statements, however, must be taken with tCe customary 
grain of salt, as some of these are misleading. Take for instance the 
number of inches all ail' hammer will drill in a given time, this varies 
with the depth, for as the drill steel increases in length, and con
sequently mass, since the force of the blow does not increase in pro
portion, much of the energy is absorbed in heat and vibration, so the 
last few illches at the bottom of a four foot hole are not drilled so 
qui ckly as those a t the commencement. Many supposed advantages 
put forward by manufacturers ill support of their machinery are ullinl
pOl't an t, and figures of comparative tests may be misleading, for though 
one machine may do the best work when new, it may come last after a 
litt le wear. The life of a machine, its consumption of power, the cost 
of upkeep are all i tems to be considered. 

Too often mine managers imltead of specifying exactly what they 
wan t , send incomplete information to manufacturers and call fOI' 
t enders. Suppose, for instance, it is desired to erect an ore dressing 
plant , and instead of having propel' plans and specifications drawn up, 
sampl es of the ore are sent round to the various manufacturer8. These 
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m:tnufacturers may honestly do their best, but they Itre not fully 
acquainted with local conditions, cost of carriage, water supply, contour 
of country, etc. They have their own patent machinery to push, which 
presumably they considel' as good if not better than that made by rival 
firms; so as to keep down the price, they use their stock pa.tterns in
stead of making modifications, and if they have no regard for their good 
name may allow for inferior material in their quotation. In this way 
machinery is often supplied that is of no use whatever to a mine, 
whereas if only it was made perfectly clear what was wanted, and the 
quality of material desired in its construction all manufacturers could 
tender on the same footing. It is hardly likely that anyone firm 
makes everything that is required in such a plant, so if someone out
side a manufacturing firm, who understands the local conditions de~igns 
a plant, he can put into it machinery made at various wurks according 
to its suitability for the purpose in hand, selecting so far as possible 
stock patterns so as to reduce the cost. 

Buying ma(,hinery involves more than judging quality and price, 
one should thoroughly understand the conditions under which it has to 
work in order to appreciat.e the value of different designs. Hoisting 
engines are not economical engines to work when we compare their 
consumption of steam with ordinary stationary engines used for constant 
driving purposes. Hoisting engines work intermittently and within a 
few seconds have to start slowly, accelerate and stop. A fly wheel is 
dangerous, except when atJplied as with the Ilgller elect ric hoists, and 
then it is ll ot a part of the engine proper. Condensing is seldom done 
unless there al'e other engines in the neighbourhood, and only the larger 
engines are compounded. Yet there are other ways in which fuel may 
be economised, the cages and ropes may be balanced, careful driving 
may avoid the absorption of two much pOW~ 1' by the brakes, and with 
some systems of winding thpre is less mass to be set in mot ion and 
stopped. In some collieries they do not trouble much about saving fuel 
as they reckon that t he slack from the mine costs them nothing j but 
this is incorrect.. The slack has a certain market value, besides the 
more slack they use, the more lahor i~ necessary to handle it. 

One should avoid spending an uRdue amount of capital on the 
surface and at the same time starve the underground workings. It 
may satisfy visiting shareholders to see the wheel~ go round of some 
magnificent machine, but i t is extravagant to erect expensive machinery 
for a mine that hlts not been sufficiently proved, or which is expec ted 
to be short lived. 'Whatever plant is erected should be good, in order 
to secure efficiency, but not t.oo good . When a deposit ha~ been proved, 
ltnd permanent machinery erected, the plant, without being excessively 
large should be capable of an increased output in case of necessity, and 
should be laid out in such a manner t hat extra l1nits can be added as 
(·equired. A machine should not be worked too neal' its breaking strain, 
otherwise the cost of upkeeping will be too great. In many cases one 
can manage for a time with the existing power plant by making certain 
alterations. For instance, the drilling capacity may be increased by 
employing air hamqJers in many ca~es where reciprocat ing rock drills 
ar'e n?w employed and use much more ail', also more attention may 
be paId to leakages of ail' alona the mltins and the engines and com
pressors if simple, may be compounded . ' 
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It is only It matter of time befol'e machinery gets out of date, and 
although when car'efully looked aftel' a machine may be in good work
ing order, still improvements made in say ten years time may make it 
advisable to throw out the old time machine and instal one of a new 
type, so that one can compete with others. It requires a good deaJ..of 
pluck to do this, and in many cases the destruction of a plant by fire 
proves to be a benefit to the opera to!',. if he has the means to stal't 
anew. H e can then rectify old errors; the original plant which 
possibly was added to from time to time and crowded into a small 
space, can be laid out properly by employing high pressure steam, the 
size of the power plant may be reduced, so that after all the new plant 
will cost less than the old one did. It is ad visable to have good t,ools ; 
busy men have no time to tinker with poor mltchinery, and for good 
wOl'k the machinery must be kept in good order. A machine may be 
costly, but its cost may be justified by advantages under certain 
conditions. 

When two different types of machines do the same amount of 
work for the same cost, if one works quicker than the othet' it may pay 
to replace the slower machine, for it means that one of the quicker 
machines will do more work than one of the slowel' machines, therefore 
yielding profits sooner than otherwise. 

Some ores may be capable of successful treatment by several pro
cesses. In such cltses one must take local condit ions into consideration, 
so as to be able to determine which process will give the greatest profit. 

One must beware of freak machines. Even if t he manufacturer of 
a new machine guarantees to take no pay unless his machine is successful, 
the mine owner is still a loser should it t urn out a failure, for there is 
the cost of erection to be considered, the waste of time, general incon
venience, and loss of confidence through the failul'e to obtain promised 
returns. 

There are fashions in machinery. Some energetic agent pushes 
his macllines which are adopted in some mines, and then othe!' managers, 
want them, whether they are suited to their requirements or not. Local 
prejudice often determines the t.ype of machine that is ordered, and 
managers may send to a distance for a machine that may be manu
fact ured just as well nearer home. 

Some machines are made unnecessarily strong and heavy, (;on
suming too much power to work them, but more fl'equently they are 
made too light. When constl'Ucting a plant, the capacity of different 
machines that have to work togethe,' are often out of proportion. The 
boilers may be too far away from the engines, and there may be un
necessary bends in steam and water pipes. A machinery site may be 
badly located so that material has to be elevated instead of being given 
a natural fall. Shafting and pulleys may be so badly arranged that 
strains are not well balanced, and the belting may be too long or too 
short. In fact every possible kind of mistake has been made in the 
past, and will doubtless be repeated by ot hers in the future, who do not 
profit by the experience of theit' predecessors. When selecting a 
machine, the main points to consider are not only first cost, but also 
etliciencr, ecoriom>' of operat ion, and the maintenanl;e, 
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Repairs, whether to machinery or anything else, should be effected 
as soon as required. Putting off the evil day only makes matters worse. 

A mine manager should practice economy, and supervise the costs 
of every department, and constantly try to improve any weak points. 
As labor is the chief item of expense he should effect cconomie!! in labor, 
not by ('educing the wages of the men but by increasing their efficiency. 
The men should thoroughly understand that the success or failure of 
the mine effects their interests, and the manager can lefLo a good 
example by taking an interest in and properly attending to his work . 
The devolopment work should be kept well ahead of the proclucti ve 
wOl'k, and a mine should enter on its p('oducing stage as early ItS possible, 
so as to save interest on the capital expended, which in the meantime is 
lying idle. The man who has the knowledge and can apply it, can act 
promptly in case~ of emergency, is a good ol'gHonizer and uses tact !l.nd 
judgment, is the one who is most likely to be successful when he takes 
a position as manager. 


